
SERMON FOR CHRIST THE KING, 25 NOVEMBER 2018 (11.00 BOYTON) 
Texts: Daniel 7.9-10, 13-14; Revelation 1.4b-8; John 18.33-37 

 
Yesterday I spent the morning in the company (along with about 100 others) of our Bishop 
Nicholas, Lord Chartres, the retired Bishop of London, and Lord Jonathan Hill, ex European 
Commissioner for Financial Stability. And they were talking about Brexit – not about Leave 
or Remain, but about what the impact has been on our thinking, our language and our society, 
and where we go from here. And how as Christians we should respond. 
 
Jonathan Hill’s observations were that the last two and a half years have been marked – you 
might say, tainted -  by aggressive and confrontational, even nasty language; by dishonesty in 
both campaigns; and by damaged or destroyed relationships. Which has led to unreal 
expectations and impossible, irreconcilable demands. All of which is watched with 
incredulity by our European partners, whose style of working is to establish coalitions, make 
alliances, and cooperate across boundaries. 
 
You may say, this only mirrors what is happening in the wider world – the re-emergence of 
anti-Semitism, hate speech, distasteful realities dismissed as fake news…and a rise in hate-
based violence, such as the Pittsburgh shootings in the Jewish synagogue and a recent attack, 
on a train in this country, on a man wearing an anti-Brexit T-shirt. It seems that intolerance, 
even to violence, has become the new norm – but does it have to be? How can we take a lead 
in restoring respectful and considerate discourse and behaviour, in calming intemperate 
language and providing space for more positive and constructive interaction? 
 
One possible approach – whether we leave or don’t leave, which is still hanging in the 
balance – is to recall and give thanks for the real benefits we have enjoyed as members of the 
EU. The freedom to travel in Europe; the peace which Europe has enjoyed for 70+ years; the 
cooperation in security intelligence, in scientific research, in educational exchanges, in flight 
control; the financial support many of our farmers have received…there is much we take for 
granted which we shall miss. 
 
But at the same time we need to listen to the pain behind the aggressive stance of many, who 
feel marginalised, left behind, discriminated against. While the Government has been 
preoccupied with EU negotiations, so much in our own society has been suffering. We are 
told our children are the unhappiest in Europe, and 1 in  4 teenage girls has a mental health 
problem. Respite care is less available, care homes are closing, libraries are run mostly by 
volunteers, prison staff are too few to prevent riots, universal credit drives more and more to 
foodbanks, homelessness  and rough sleeping is at a record high, schools are faced with 
budget cuts…and so on. Whether or not the referendum result was indeed a protest against 
Government policies and actions,  as some have claimed, the pain felt by so many is very 
real, and seems to have no end in sight. 
 
But today we lift our eyes above our immediate concerns and look at the wider picture. For 
today we celebrate the Kingdom of God and Christ as King.  He is, as our epistle reading 
says, the ruler of the kings of the earth and, as Daniel says, his dominion is an everlasting 
dominion. Our Gospel describes the conversation when a Roman Governor, representative of 
a powerful empire sustained by violent control, meets the eternal King of the universe – you 
may say when loveless power meets powerless love. And Pilate recognises that there is 
something here to be respected – John’s Gospel describes how Pilate tries to avoid 
condemning Jesus, but is trapped by the chief priests and in the end gives in to their demands. 
 



But Jesus’ kingdom is not of Pilate’s world and can’t be understood in his mind-set. Jesus’ 
empire is an empire of sacrificial service, built by ending rather than extending violence. The 
only weapons wielded in Jesus’ kingdom are the spiritual ones of prayer, faith, forgiveness 
and compassion. Those in his kingdom seek not to dominate but to liberate others, setting 
them free to love God and one another. Peace at its best is not just stopping the fighting – it is 
nurturing and creating life-enhancing relationships, so that every person can flourish. Jesus 
came, as he himself put it, “so that they may have life, and have it in all its fullness”. 
 
So that’s the wider picture we need to focus on, whatever our relationship with the EU. With 
the power of the Holy Spirit, the spirit of peace and love, we can be working to restore 
relationships and build trust, to repair the damage done by hatred and intolerance, to re-
establish the values of honesty and respect. Lord Chartres spoke of the “convening power” of 
the Church – at every level, we can invite onto neutral territory, into safe space, conflicting 
views and opinions, to start to build consensus beyond divisions. And then, together,  we can 
set about the real work – challenging unjust structures and systems, opposing inequalities, 
giving a voice to the voiceless, sharing our vision for a just and caring society where all can 
flourish. A society where Christ reigns in every heart, and his Kingdom of love and 
compassion is visible to all. To quote a well-known hymn: 

 
So be it Lord, thy throne shall never 

Like earth’s proud empires, pass away. 
Thy Kingdom stands and grows for ever 

Till all thy creatures own thy sway.  
 

Amen, so be it. Thy Kingdom come, O Lord. 


